Tokyo

Shimbashi Guide
by Shinji
Tsuchimochi
Illustrator Shinji Tsuchimochi knows
the ins and outs of Shimbashi. And
he should - his book 100 Views of
Tokyo features many of these
spots.
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羅生門
Sake Bar
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たぬき 新橋本店
Sake Bar
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青樹 本店
Sake Bar
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Musashiya (むさしや)
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Yoshoku

Located underneath the train tracks in
Shimbashi, the sake bar has a
subterranean feel you just won't find
anywhere else.

A fun robata-yaki style eatery where
they serve everything on large ricescooping spoons.

A hidden gem along the backstreets of
Shimbashi. If it's warm out, grab one of
their outdoor seats and take in all the
surroundings.

Head here for omu-rice (omelette rice)
and other Japanese takes on Western
food. But a lunch expect a line of
salarymen. Located inside the "New
Shimbashi Bldg"

新橋1-13-8, 港区
+81 3-3591-7539

新橋3-19-3, 東京
+81 3-3431-7698

新橋4-15-3, 東京
+81 3-3459-9655 aoki.rocky-trading.com

新橋2-16-1, 東京
+81 3-3501-3603

喫茶 いまあさ
Café
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You'll have to walk down the steps and
into the basement of an unmarked
building to find this hidden cafe that will
make you feel like you slipped back in
time.
東新橋1-1-21, 港区

パーラー キムラヤ
Tea Room
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喫茶 フジ
Tea Room

6

Café
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Also located in the "New Shimbashi
Bldg." Coffee, tea, sweets and a large
photo of Mt. Fuji at this memorable
kissaten.

Japan's answer to pasta, this spot serves
up true Japanese Neapolitan Pasta. Order
the hamburger too - they go great
together.

新橋2-16-1, 東京
+81 3-3580-8381

新橋2-20-15, 港区
+81 3-3572-5346

烏森神社
Shrine

タミヤ プラモデルファクトリー
Hobbies
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The Tamiya Puramoderu (miniature
model) hobby shop will make you feel
like a kid again. They recently
reintroduced their battery-operated mini
4WD car.
新橋4-7-2, 東京
+81 3-6809-1175 tamiyaplamodelfactory.co.jp/shimbashi/
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This kissaten-style cafe in the "Shimbashi
Bldg" has really unique interiors and
signage.

Made from concrete and surrounded by
buildings, Karasumori Shrine is like no
other shrine. Nestled in the backstreets,
it makes for a great walk.

新橋2-10-15, 港区
+81 3-3573-2156

新橋2-15-5, 東京
+81 3-3591-7865 karasumorijinja.or.jp

Sign up on Jauntful.com to make your own.
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